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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Baize, an exhibition by 
Alumni Artist Lisa Cooperman. In her second solo exhibition at 
A.I.R., Cooperman will show a new body of work featuring textile 
sculptures inspired by life in California’s Central Valley. 

Cooperman’s work delves into the  complexities of Stockton, an 
historic river delta town and epicenter of pioneer mythologizing, 
exploitive labor practices and environmental malfeasance. 
Stockton’s clamorous narratives inform this series of abstracted 
wall-hung pieces. Working in the make-do tradition of the city, she 
uses found and recycled materials selected both for their formal 
appeal and historic association. 

Baize is a thick woolen fabric traditionally found tacked to interior doors to mu�le the sounds of domestic activity. Later used on gaming 
tables, its fuzzy nap slowed the roll of cards and pool balls. The woolen tablecloths at the material core of this exhibition were rescued 
from the dumpster at the Haggin Museum, where Cooperman worked. For decades these tablecloths were used at the annual card parties 
of the San Joaquin Chapter of the Ladies Auxiliary of California Pioneers. In Baize they have been remade for wall and floor - cut, sewn, 
bunched and bundled - and enhanced with other materials including sequins , buttons, and onion bags. Their new forms  are an 
exploration of imaginary conversations and a nod to the labor that enables leisure.

Cooperman is the University Curator at the University of the Pacific and was previously the Curator of Education at the Haggin Museum. 
She holds a BA from Bowdoin College, and an MFA from Montana State University. Recent exhibitions include Flesh Anew at Conrad Wilde 
in Tucson, The Feminist Sex Shoppe at On the Ground Floor, Los Angeles, and Old Enough to Know Better at the Philadelphia 
Women’s  Caucus for Art. She has been an National and Alumni member of A.I.R. since the early 2000s.   

For more information please visit: www.lisacooperman.com

Lisa Cooperman,  Fek, 2016, mixed media.




